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Abstract. In this paper, the kinds and contents of amino acids in Cordyceps sinensis from different
habitats of Tibet components using principal component analysis and cluster analysis, the principal
component cluster analysis to evaluate thenutritional value of different localities, and provide
scientific basis for the further research and development and utilization of Cordyceps resources in
Tibet area. The principal component analysis method is a method of using the central idea
ofdimensionality reduction, the analysis method of multi indicators into amultivariate data several
comprehensive index of a few statistics. The principal component analysis method can guarantee
the minimizing loss of original data information, with less comprehensive variables instead of
multiple variables of the original. Cluster analysis can be used to classify samples of multiple
variables by using comprehensive information, the classification results are intuitive,
clusteringdendrogram clearly show the results of numerical classification, clustering analysis
results than the traditional classification method is more detailed, comprehensive, reasonable.
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Introduction

Cordyceps sinensis is Cordycepssinensis Sacc parasitic on the drying complex of
stroma of the parasitic bat moth larvae on the insects and larval body[1], it is a
traditional rare tonic medicine in china, the earliest found in the "Materia Medica
from the new", it is the nature of "gamping", have the effect of "protect lung and
tonifying kidney, eliminating phlegm, relieving cough". Modern pharmacological
research show that the Cordyceps sinensis has to adjust the body's immune[2], fall
hematic fat, fall blood sugar, anti-aging, anti-tumor and many kinds of
pharmacological activities[3-4], the amino acid is material base of Cordyceps sinensis
to strong effect and enhance immune function[5], and it is closely related to the
function of the auxiliary treatment of nervous system[6], digestive system disease and
antibacteria. Zhang Shishan[7]research showed that some amino acids inCordyceps
sinensis has sedative effects. The amino acid of Cordyceps sinensisnot only has a
1

wide range of pharmacological effects and important nutrients, so the amino acid
research has positive significance. China's Tibet the main producing areas of
Cordyceps sinensis, at present, for Tibet within the jurisdiction of different habitats
component analysis of amino acid in Cordyceps sinensis has not been reported.
Therefore, this paper intends to analysis and evaluation of nutritional value of amino
acids in Cordyceps sinensis from different regions of Tibet, in order for further
research and development by China's Tibet Cordyceps sinensis resources to provide a
scientific basis.

2

Experiments and Methods

2.1 Experimental Samples
The origin of Tibet Cordyceps sinensis contains 17 kinds of amino acids, 7 kinds of
essential amino acids, 4 kinds of delicious amino acids, 9 medicinal amino acids. The
range of total amino acids between the 23.4%~24.52%, essential amino acids
accounted for total amino acids between the 26.47%~27.52%, fresh flavor amino
acids accounted for total amino acids between the 35.12%~37.44% and drug effective
amino acids accounted for total amino acids in the range between the 55.03%~57.54%
In this paper, we use the data of Yan Dong and Yang Xinyu[13], The method is
improved by using Principal component cluster analysis.
2.2

Principal component cluster analysis

In the principal component analysis method, when the variance contribution of the
first principal component was higher (above), we can think the principal component
can reflect the information with the original variables provide information almost, this
is the time to sort and evaluation according to the scores of the first principal
component.
(1) Erroneous zone of comprehensive score of principal component.
In many cases, the variance contribution rate of the first principalcomponent is
not high enough, need to consider a number of main components , , … , , in
order to sort the sample, commonly used method is based on the variance of each
principal component contribution rate for the weight, the comprehensive score of
the principal component is: H
…
, and according to
the formula to calculate the main component of the sample and sort them.
The comprehensive score calculation looks very reasonable and it seems to
increase the information content, that is, to increase the variance contribution rate, in
fact, it is just an illusion, through to calculate the variance of H we can found that it is
possible
to completely opposite conclusions.
Var H
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From this process we find that the variance of the composite score is smaller than the
variance of the first principal component, which indicates that the information content
of the comprehensive principal component score is less than that of the first principal
component.
(2) principal component clustering
The scheduling problem in multi index system evaluation, If the variance
contribution rate of the first principal component is not large enough, that is, the
first principal component expression of the original data is not large enough, only by
the first principal component score on the evaluation of the sample will be one-sided,
At this time, the principal component analysis and cluster analysis can be used to
combine, and use the Principal component cluster analysis.
Clustering analysis is a method of samples or variables are classified according to the
intimacy of their nature, although the cluster analysis can be a good classification of
multiple indicators of the data, but it can't get the evaluation result of each good or
bad degree.
The idea of principal component clustering is take the principal component
analysis firstly, then several principal components of the sample clustering analysis,
combined with the first principal component score ranking to classify the samples. A
new comprehensive evaluation method is obtained, specific practices are as follows:
,
1,2, … , .
2
Carry on the system clustering on the selected new datamatrix( , , … , ).Then
calculate the mean score of all kinds of samples to determine the sort of class; Finally,
according to the first principal component score of the sample, the order of all kinds
of samples was determined, and the comprehensive evaluation was obtained.

3
3.1

Results and Discussion
The data is processed by the method of cluster analysis

Fig. 1. Data processing results

Through MATLAB to carry on the cluster analysis for 5 kinds of Cordyceps sinensis,
3

Figure 1 Results that 1, 2, 4, 5 are clustered into a large class, 3 together for a class,
The quality difference of amino acid of 1,2,4,5 was small, and the difference between
the 3 and 1,2,4,5 amino acid was very large.
3.2

Carry on Principal Component Clustering:

Carry on principal component analysis about, We work out a linear combination of
each of the principal components represented by each variable.
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Table 1.The score of amino acid content of Cordyceps sinensis

Principal

component

Principal

score one

component

score two

Principal

component

score three

Naqu Cordyceps

-4.592403298

2.582416524

-1.953775208

changdu Cordyceps

-4.326408906

2.528693027

-1.797035154

Linzhi Cordyceps

-4.855238038

2.373217091

-1.584953726

Shannan Cordyceps

-4.584720453

2.587483542

-2.066390962

Shigatse Cordyceps

-4.470809315

2.374504833

-1.810989538

4 Conclusions
By the clustering analysis method of 5 kinds of Cordyceps amino acid quality
clustering results and found Linzhi Cordyceps contained amino acid quality with
respect to the Nagqu Cordyceps, Changdu Cordyceps, Shannan Cordyceps, Shigatse
Cordyceps higher.This shows that amino acids quality of Cordyceps sinensis in Linzhi
have the large difference with Naqu Cordyceps, changdu Cordyceps, Shannan
Cordyceps, Shigatse Cordyceps. Among the 17 kinds of amino acids, seven of them
are essential amino acids, and ten of them are nonessential amino acids, from linear
combination by principal component analysis we can draw five kinds of amino acid
content of Cordyceps sinensis accounted for the proportion of all, essential amino
acids of changdu Cordyceps is highest in five of the origin of Cordyceps sinensis, in
umami amino acids, five of the origin of Cordyceps sinensis umami amino acid
content was higher, Shannan Cordyceps umami amino acid content highest, which
determines the delicious taste of Cordyceps sinensis, in drug effective amino acid,
Cordyceps medicinal amino acids is very rich, containing 9 kinds of drug effective
amino acids, in five of the origin of Cordyceps medicinal amino acids accounted for
total 55.03%~57.54%, Shannan Cordyceps medicinal amino acids content of the
highest, it is aweto nourishing and strengthening the immune by providing the
material basis.
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